
Background
As the telecommunications industry evolves, network innovation has become a critical requirement 
for service providers to keep up with changing technologies and customer demands. To help telecom 
operators stay ahead, JeraSoft and Telcobridges partnered together to offer network 
transformation solution that includes secure interconnectivity, modern network architecture 
and efficient billing software.
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Figure 1: Network Transformation with JeraSoft & Telcobridges 

ABOUT JERASOFT
JeraSoft offers comprehensive billing, routing, and mediation solutions 
to telecom operators, aimed at efficiently managing their billing and rating 
processes, optimizing call routing, and streamlining mediation workflows. 
With JeraSoft’s platform, operators can easily configure complex rate plans, 
discounts, and promotions, while ensuring revenue assurance through 
real-time monitoring and fraud detection. In addition to routing solutions, 
JeraSoft also provides mediation software that collects, processes, and 
converts raw usage data to integrate seamlessly with billing and rating 
systems.
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ABOUT TELCOBRIDGES
Telcobridges is a leading provider of carrier-grade media gateways and session border controllers 
(SBCs) that facilitate smooth and secure interconnectivity between different networks. Their products 
are designed to enable seamless interconnection between legacy TDM and IP networks, 
supporting various protocols such as SS7, ISDN, SIP, and VoIP. 

Telcobridges’ media gateways and SBCs offer scalable and high-performance solutions for routing, 
transcoding, and security, allowing operators to handle large volumes of voice and media traffic with 
ease. Their solutions also provide advanced features such as fraud prevention, call recording, and 
analytics, ensuring secure and reliable interconnectivity while meeting regulatory requirements.

TelcoBridges Inc.
138 De La Barre, Boucherville, Quebec, Canada  J4B 2X7
Sales +1.450.655.8993  /  TB Support +1.866.438.4703
info@telcobridges.com   telcobridges.com 

The Network Transformation Strategy
JeraSoft and TelcoBridges have joined forces to seamlessly integrate JeraSoft’s flexible, feature-rich 
billing, routing, and mediation platform with TelcoBridges’ carrier-grade media gateways and session 
border controllers (SBCs). By utilizing this scalable solution, telecom operators are empowered 
to revamp their networks as they grow, by optimizing call routing, streamlining mediation 
workflows, and improving billing and rating processes.

Case Study: How Paratus Built New Voice Network

Paratus, an internet and communications provider based in Namibia, Africa, expanded their services to voice 
communications.  However, their initial service infrastructure suffered from scaling and reliability issues.   To 
resolve their challenges, Paratus re-architected their network using geo-redundant TelcoBridges’ ProSBC session 
border controller software, facilitating a highly reliable and scalable voice platform to expand their business, while 
addressing operational efficiencies.

“It’s remarkable – with the migration to ProSBC, we have resolved our billing problems, eliminating the 
discrepancies with our wholesale interconnect operators… this year, we haven’t had one dispute” – Stefan 
Frank Schultz, Executive Technology at Paratus Telecom

The combined solutions of JeraSoft and TelcoBridges empowered Paratus to successfully transform their 
network from legacy TDM to IP, modernize their operations, automate route changes, while significantly 
reducing the administrative workload. The results of the new network topology, security, and billing 
infrastructure yielded immediate positive outcomes. The increased operational efficiency enabled Paratus 
Paratus to partner with four national and eight international interconnect operators to provide global 
calling plans.

Read full case study: telcobridges.com/case-study-paratus
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